Endplate Fracture Associated with Intradiscal Dextrose Injection
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Intradiscal injections have been used for many years in the treatment of chronic pain. These injections consisted of many substances providing variable pain relief from discogenic pain.

Following an intradiscal dextrose injection series, a physically active patient developed superior and inferior lumbar endplate fractures, producing a drastic increase in pain. The pathology of endplate fractures and their contribution to chronic low back pain is subsequently reviewed. A discussion of various intradiscal agent injections is included. Also, the pathophysiology of the production of endplate fractures as related to intradiscal injections is discussed.
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Intradiscal therapies for degenerative disc disease with maintenance of disc height and for contained disc herniations have advanced rapidly in theory and in technology over the past five years. The introduction of percutaneous techniques such as intradiscal electrothermal annuloplasty (1), which targets annular tears; coblation nucleoplasty (2), which decompresses central nucleus pulposis of the disc with subsequent decrement in peripheral pressures; and percutaneous endoscopic discectomy/annuloplasty (3), which provides direct treatment of annular tears with a ultra high radiofrequency bipolar probe have brought about advances in the treatment of this common condition. However, in patients who have intervertebral disc space narrowing of over 50%, these options may be less than optimal. Other therapies such as percutaneous intradiscal fusion with expandable holders have been described (4) in addition to several types of artificial disc or nuclear replacements. Each of these techniques is being investigated for efficacy and as alternatives to invasive fusion surgery. Many other therapies have been attempted over the years, including most recently intradiscal glucose injections. A published peer reviewed study suggested benefits for intradiscal dextrose injections for the treatment of internal disc degeneration in a series of 425 injections in 85 patients (5). There were no reported complications in the series. However a patient who received the same treatment in our series developed an endplate fracture of both the superior and inferior endplates after three glucose injections.

CASE REPORT

A 53 year old female presented with chronic low back pain without any referral or radicular symptoms and without a history of trauma, fever, weakness, loss of bowel or bladder control, or cancer. Physical exam revealed midline low back tenderness as the only pertinent positive finding. Plain film x-rays were negative for any significant pathology. Discography was subsequently performed utilizing Omnipaque radiocontrast. Disc space collapse at L5-S1 with complete provocation of low back pain, moderate internal disc derangement at L3-4 and L4-5 with multiple Grade III annular tears (modified Dallas scale) and moderate low back pain concordant reproduction was observed. Treatment options discussed included selective endoscopic annuloplasty, fusion, artificial disc implantation, coblation nucleoplasty, and intradiscal glucose injections. The patient elected to proceed with the intradiscal glucose injection. After the experimental nature of the injection series was made known to the patient, an intradiscal glucose injection series was performed in the L3-4, L4-5, and L5-S1 disc using 1.5-2mL of injectate. The injection solution consisted of final concentrations of dextrose 25% and bupivacaine 0.25% delivered through a 22 gauge 6 inch Chiba needle into
the middle of each disc under fluoroscopic guidance. She received 3 treatments at biweekly intervals. Intravenous cefazolin was given prior to each injection and the skin preparation was made with repeated iodinated solution application followed by an alcohol preparation and air drying.

The patient reported a gradual decrease in her low back pain over the treatment period, incorporated yoga stretching exercises and walking exercise following the first two treatments. However, within two days after the third treatment, she began to complain of severe midline low back pain that was constant, unremitting, and was far worse than the original pain. On query, there were no associated fevers, chills, loss of bowel or bladder control, or referral of the pain distally. The low back was extremely tender to percussion yet the ESR and WBC were normal. An MRI demonstrated edema at L4-5 which the radiologist interpreted as possible discitis (Fig 1). A contrast enhanced MRI demonstrated a pattern inconsistent with discitis, but with consistent with pre-existing marrow edema. Because of unrelenting pain, in spite of activity restrictions and medication management, a repeat discogram (Fig 2) was performed. This study revealed contrast entering the superior and inferior vertebral bodies on anterior and lateral view. There was no vascular flush associated with the injection since the contrast remained intact in the vertebral bodies after the injection. The injection during discography at this level completely reproduced concordant pain, while the adjacent levels produced very little pain.

Conservative therapy with mild stretching and acupuncture were subsequently incorporated with a reduction in pain by over 50% during the ensuing two months.

Discussion

Human intradiscal injections of various substances have been used for decades in an effort to promote cellular membrane stabilization, reduction of pain, and treatment of disc disease including degenerative disc disease and nucleus pulposis prolapse. Injections of ozone (6), glycerol (7), collagenase (65-68), steroids (9-12), aprotinin (13-16), chymopapain (17-22), local anesthetics (23) have all been reported. Most of the agents have achieved only limited success. There have been animal studies investigating other substances including phenol-glycerin and osmic acid (24), hypertonic saline (24-26), and chondroitinase (27-28). Diagnostic intradiscal injections include the use of saline and iohexol for discography, and incorporation of intradiscal

Fig. 1. MRI Demonstrating Peri-endplate Edema

Fig. 1. Contrast Entering both Vertebral Bodies
antibiotics as prophylaxis against bacterial discitis.

Significant early onset complications from such injections have been rare, with the majority associated with chymopapain (29-33). Because the leakage rate from pressure injected discs approaches 14% (34), there is a realistic chance that any injection can contact the epidural space and nerve roots, thereby causing injury to these structures if the injectate is enzymatic as is chymopapain. Other early onset complications from intradiscal injections include up to a 4% incidence of convulsions and a 10% incidence of hypotension during discography according to one study (35). The same study showed the following day a 10% incidence of a severe headache and an 81% incidence of increased back pain. However, there are no other studies that corroborate this high incidence of side effects. There is one reference in the literature to a fatal pulmonary nucleus pulposis embolism during discography (36).

Late onset complications from lumbar intradiscal injections can consist of discitis, intradiscal calcification and granuloma following steroid injections, (37-40), chronic low back pain in certain subsets of patients without previous back pain (41), and late myelopathy after chymopapain injections (42). However, there are no longitudinal studies analyzing the long term consequences due to these injections. Animal histologic studies of the intervertebral disc after steroid injections reveals significant pathological changes in the disc (43).

The injection of a seemingly innocuous substance, dextrose, into the disc may be associated with less obvious consequences. The hyperosmolar nature of high concentrations of dextrose may in effect, cause imbibition (the absorption of a fluid, as the taking up of water by a gel) of the nucleus pulposis, with subsequent increases in intradiscal pressure. Studies of hypertonic saline injections in rats produced decreased intradiscal pressures over 1-12 weeks following injection (44-45), but the pressures within the first two days were not measured. The potential increase in intradiscal pressures from both the volume of injection, and the potential osmotic effect of swelling may create increased pressure on the endplates. Various truncal positions and vertebral body rotation can enhance the compressive and shear forces imparted to the intervertebral disc. During exercise, intradiscal pressures may increase 2-3 fold (46-48). Also, it has been shown that endplate deflection of 0.3mm is seen during discography pressurization in cadavers, which suggests the endplate may be a source of pain (8), and may result in significant endplate displacement.

While microfracture of the endplates, or a frank compression fracture are common in patients with osteoporosis (49), endplate disruption may be more common than is generally appreciated in degenerative disc disease (50). One study demonstrated a 6% incidence of overt fractures when patients demonstrated concordant pain reproduction during discography (51). These fractures were assumed to be pre-existing and there are few reports of iatrogenic causation. During pressurization of the nucleus, the vertical stresses are converted to horizontal stresses whose energy is absorbed by the annulus fibrosis. The endplate is deformed at a rate greater than that of the disc. Several studies have found axial loading of the spine to the point of failure causes disruption to the endplate rather than damage to the annulus fibrosus (52-56). Rolander and Blair (57) demonstrated the formation of a central stellate fissure in the endplate with load not exceeding that for fracture. In cases where fracture loads were exceeded, there were gross transverse or sagittal fractures with nuclear material entering into the vertebral body.

The limits of detection of microfractures of the endplates may be below those of clinical science at this time. It has been demonstrated that Modic endplate changes correlate poorly to lumbar discography findings (58), but this may be due to multiple pathologies (endplate microfractures and annular tears) being present simultaneously, thereby confounding discography results. Of concern is the presence of even minor endplate fractures can potentially cause a degenerative cascade. It has also been hypothesized that unrecognized endplate fractures can potentially cause a degenerative cascade. It has also been hypothesized that unrecognized endplate fractures can potentially cause a degenerative cascade. It has also been hypothesized that unrecognized endplate fractures can potentially cause a degenerative cascade. It has also been hypothesized that unrecognized endplate fractures can potentially cause a degenerative cascade.
the endplate strongly suggests one of the major sources of pain in the degenerative disc is the endplate (63). Unfortunately the evidence for endplate fractures in degenerative disc disease is limited in the clinical setting due to the lack of sufficiently sensitive imaging methods. Although discography, magnetic resonance imaging, Computed Tomography (CT), and bone scans occasionally demonstrate endplate disruption, the occurrence in these diagnostic methods is rather low considering the relatively high incidence of degenerative disc disease. While it is probable the endplate fractures are of significant importance, it should be realized that not all endplate disruption is a cause for long term pain as evidenced by the lack of such after Holmium YAG laser endplate damage as seen on MRI (64).

CONCLUSION
Intradiscal injections of hyperosmolar solutions have the potential to contribute to endplate fractures of the intervertebral discs. The intervertebral endplates with their potential for fractures, may be an underestimated cause of chronic low back pain, and may contribute to the cascade of degenerative disc disease.
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